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Bevmn <a' Bhmrd (3,924 ft.) and B>en Avow, (3,843 ft.) are best
visited either by the Slugain glen from Braemar, or from Loch
Builg, by the road from near Inver Inn. All these principal
Cairngorm summits have been traversed (on more than one
occasion) in a single, long, Summer day a grand expedition.
There is some good rock climbing above Loch Einich on
Sgoran Dubh and some in the Braeriach corries.
Much is
unexplored.
BADENOCH TO LOCHABER.

There is some grand hill-walking in all this area, with an
occasional bus running from Kingussie to Tulloch (on Fort
William railway). Newtonmore has good hotels from which
one can walk on the Monadh Liadh hills to the north. From
Dalwhinnie (two hotels) it is a long day to climb Ben Alder
(3,757 ft.), best done by track from Loch Pattack to which
there is a road. Creag M,eaghmdh (3,700 ft.), north of Loch
Laggan, is a grand hill with many tops, but its grandest scenery
lies above the Lochan Coire Ardair where there are great
schistose cliffs nearly 1,200 ft. high. There is a four mile track
from Aberarder (Loch Laggan road) up the north side of the
corrie. It is especially good country in Spring.
RANNOCH, BLACKMOUNT AND GLENCOE.

The Moor of Rannoch, 56 square miles in extent, the largest
moorland expanse in Britain, is surrounded by grand hills. It
is a good expedition to traverse its northern side from Rannoch
Station (L.N.E.R.) to Kingshouse Inn, along the north shore
of Loch Laidon and then following the line of pylons in the
direction of Black Corries Lodge, whence a road runs to Kingshouse. From Bridge of Orchy (hotel) one should ascend and
traverse one or all of the range of peaks to the east of the
railway from Ben Dormn (3,524 ft.) to Beinn a' Creachain
(3,540 ft.). The northerly corries of Beinn Dothaidh (3,283 ft.)
and Ben Achallader (3,404 ft.) give very good snow climbing.
The Blackmount peaks to the west of the Moor are best
taken from Inveroran Inn or Kingshouse, Stob Ghabhar (3,565
ft.) from the former and the C foe hie t (3,636 ft.) from the latter.
There are also grand Winter climbs, especially the Upper
Couloir (may be very difficult) below the summit of Stob
Ghabhar, and several gullies below Sron na Creise at the Kingshouse end. The whole range can be traversed between the two
hotels, thus skirting the western edge of the great Coire Ba,
the farthest away source of the river Tay.
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If staying at Inveroran it is worth while proceeding westwards to lovely Loch Dochard with its fringe of ancient
Caledonian forest and climbing Stob Cow' an AlbannaAch (3,425
ft.) and Meall nan Eun. A continuation of the Loch Dochard
track leads down Glen Kinglass to Loch Etive and thence by
Bonawe to Taynuilt. If there is no ferry over the Awe nowadays (I don't know about this), one can contour round to
Bridge of Awe. The other grand hill in this region is B-en
Starav (3,541 ft.) near Loch Etive head, best approached by the
twelve mile road down Glen Etive from Kingshouse.
The easy ways up Buachaille Etive M-or (3,345 ft.) are from
two miles down Glen Etive or by its north-west shoulder from
Altnafeadh. The circuit of the Buachailles Mor and Beag makes
a grand day. The most of the Aonach Eagach range north of
Glencoe is quite easy, though there is a very narrow section
about the middle. Bid>ean warn Bian (3,766 ft.) makes a grand
circuit from Clachaig Inn, over An't Sron and Stob Coire nam
Beith with a return over Stob Coire nan Lochain and Aonach
Dubh and a descent of the easy Dinner-Time Buttress. Perhaps
it might be better to reverse the circuit, and take this buttress
upward, so as to avoid cliff terraces. It is also feasible to
descend from the main top eastwards and return by Beinn
Fhada, but care must be used in selecting the final descent and
the Coe must be forded. The corries between these Bidean
ridg-es are all impressive, especially between Beinn Fhada and
Gearr Aonach.
A day should certainly be spent on the twin peaks of Beinn
a' Bheithir (3,362 ft.) above Ballachulish (hotels at ferry). The
views are grand and the ridges pleasant. The view from Bidean
is, however, the finest in the district. Bidean gives very fine
snow climbing too.
The Mamores, north of Loch Leven, give the finest ridge
wandering of the district. Kinlochleven (hotel, also T. Kinnieburgh's Climbers' Hostel, inexpensive, and bus services) is best
for the eastern peaks, Am Bodach (3,382 ft.) to Binnein Mor
(3,700 ft.). Don't forget the interesting' narrow ridg'e north to
Glen Nevis over Garbhanach and Gearanach. The others,
including- Stob Ban (3,274 ft.) and Sgurr a' Mhaim (3,601 ft.)
are best taken from Glen Nevis (S.Y.H.A. Hostel), but there
are many ways of linking up these peaks between Kinlochleven and Fort William. There is now a J.M.C.S. Hut at Steill
(apply to Rev. R. Clark, The Rectory, Fort William).
It is unnecessary to refer here to Ben Nevis (4,406 ft.)
except to say that a competent walker will get the best value
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by ascending the Allt a' Mhuilinn glen on to Carn Mor Dearg
(4,012 ft.) and following the arete (not difficult) to Ben Nevis,
whence an easy return to Fort William is by the track. The
great parallel ridge to the east over Aonach Mor and Aonach
Beag (4,061 ft.) is a grand but long expedition. The first is
easily approached by its long north ridge from Lianachan (side
road from two miles south of Spean Bridge) and the return
from the latter can be made down to Steall and by the impressive upper gorge of Glen Nevis (track). The Easains, south
of Spean Bridge, are also good and approachable hills for ridge
walking. All these hills and especially the higher' ones make
delightful and easy snow excursions in Springtime. Serious
rock and snow climbing is discussed later on. There are hotels
at Spean Bridge and Roy Bridge. From the latter it is interesting to make an excursion up Glen Roy in order to view the
" Parallel Roads." This can also be effected from Coire Ardair,
by crossing through the Window and descending Glen Roy.
III. ROCK, SNOW AND ICE CLIMBING IN SCOTLAND.

The Scottish Highlands can boast of a great diversity of
rock structure, and many of the regions are so remote that
comparatively little rock-climbing exploration has been done
hitherto. For practical purposes the most repaying districts
are few in number. Winter climbing of technical difficulty is
distributed more widely, but it is found at its very best on
the north-eastern face of Ben Nevis (until quite late in the
Spring), on Lochnagar and in parts of the Cairngorms, on the
Skye Cuillin in Spring (sometimes, for the climate tends to be
mild), among the Glencoe hills and on very many others of
the higher mainland hills during a snowy Winter or in early
Spring.
THE CUILLIN HILLS OF SKYE.

These are built of hard, rough, black gabbro, the soundest
climbing rock of all, which is interspersed with trap dykes,
often forming natural routes and lines of weakness. The S.M.C.
Guide to the Isle of Skye is altogether a rock-climbers' Guide
and there has not been much new exploration since the second
edition came out. It is, at present, unfortunately out of print,
but will shortly reappear. For a delightful article on snow
climbing in Skye, see "The Spring Cuillin" (J.23, 61). It is
hardly necessary here to seek to guide the English visitor to
Skye. Every part of the Main Ridge of the Cuillin is to be
commended and the following would be my own selection of
the other routes.
.
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Sgunr nan Gillean Group, Pinnacle Ridge, Face of Third
Pinnacle, Bhasteir Tooth by Naismith's Route.
Intermediate Section to Sgunr a Gkreadafudk. Don't miss the
main ridge traverse of Bidein and Mhadaidh peaks. On
Mhadaidh do the North-West Buttress and Slanting Gully. On
Ghreadiadh do the south-east ridge from Coruisk.
Deterg to Alasdmr. Window Buttress Dearg, Inaccessible
Pinnacle traverse, Mhic Coinnich by King's Chimney, Alasdair
by Collie's Climb and from Sgumain.
Sro-n <na Ciche. The best rock on the Cuillin. Do the Cioch
by an easy way, by Cioch Gully and the Direct route. Do a
route or two on Upper Cioch Buttress, of which Kelly's is the
best and the Crack of Doom hardest. Mallory's Slab and Groove
is excellent but severe ,and the Girdle Traverse of the Sron is
delightful. On the Coir' a Ghrunnda face the White Slab route
is delightful.
S'Outhern Cuillin. It is worth while to go round Coruisk
and do the ridge of the Dubhs and then cross the Thearlaich
Dubh Gap.
Sloven and Clock Glas. By no means neglect this delightful,
sound and fairly easy traverse.
SUMMER AND WINTER CLIMBS ON BEN NEVIS.
There is just as good rock on parts of Ben Nevis as on
the Cuillins of Ske, but there is much more of the Trap variety.
The best is, however, a close-grained porphyry, both smooth
and rough at different places. The newest climbs on Ben
Nevis are both very long and very difficult. On the whole, I
consider that Ben Nevis is better than the Cuillin as a training
ground for rock climbing. There is a wide range of choice.
But the glory of the Ben resides in the truly Alpine conditions
which it offers for the practice of combinations of rock and
snow and ice climbing in Winter and Spring.
The moderate rock-climber should explore the standard
ridges to begin with Castle Ridge, Tower Ridge, North-East
Buttress, Observatory Ridge and Observatory Buttress none
of which is very difficult by modern standards. The S.M.C. Guide
to Ben Nevis is almost exclusively concerned with rock climbing
and gives all the information required, except for some of the
more recent routes. These are reviewed, along with a tentative classification by the author of the article, B. P. Kellett, in
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a very recent article (J.23, 139)*. This article has the merit
of giving Journal references to nearly all the climbs on the
Ben, so that these may be omitted here for the most part.
Probably the most extensive area of new routes opened up
since the appearance of the Guide is the great face of the
North-East Buttress overlooking Observatory Gully. This is
dealt with by myself in (J.22, 367).
Having done the main ridges the visitor will desire,
especially if he is an expert, to climb some of the more difficult
routes on the soundest faces of rock. On Carn Dearg one may
recommend without reserve Route I, and also the complete
climb of South Trident Buttress. If it be desired to avoid the
hardest part, then a start can be made above the lowest tier.
Raeburn's Buttress is also a good climb. The Comb is rather
repellent and loose. The Pinnacle Buttress of the Tower is
excellent. As choice of route is possible at several stages, it
may be remarked that one may land on quite difficult places
near the top. The Douglas Boulder and the part of North East
Buttress below the First Platform are made of the very best
of rock and offer a variety of most attractive routes which are
not very long, and some of which may be used for descent. One
of the great merits of rock-climbing on the Ben is the opportunity offered for climbing down long ridges of moderately
difficult rock. It is excellent practice for the training of the
complete mountaineer.
Lastly there is that excellent but very difficult face, Rubicon
Wall both severe and sound. And the experts, if the conditions
are good and the rocks dry, can tackle some of the Orion routes
on the face of the North East Buttress. The most repaying
are the Straight Left or Alpha route and the Long Climb. The
latter gives nearly 1,500 feet of rock climbing.
And now for the Winter climbing. Everything depends
on the condition of the snow. 'In order of increasing difficulty
the gullies run as follows: 4, 3, 5, Tower, 2, Gardy Loo. Either
Castle Gully is usually reasonably easy. This also holds for
descent, in which case Tower might perhaps precede No. 5.
But there is always a >c>av~e<at. Tower Gully may carry a huge
cornice, which may effectively seal the upper exit. No. 5 has
a wide upper end. Gardy Loo is usually a hard nut to crack.
The ridges, in order of difficulty in Winter are just as they
have been arranged as rock-climbs. Usually the Observatory
* Records of the last new climbs by B. P. Kellett appear in Jcwmal issues
for 1946 and 1947.
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Ridge is not feasible. A thrilling account of an ascent which
took 14 hours appears by W. M. McKenzie (J.21, 337). Very
often the Tower Ridge is also impossible. I myself describe
a typical December ascent, in the excellent frosty conditions
prevalent at the end of 1939, in " Valhalla " (J.22, 161). Another
pretty hard Winter climb is Glover's Chimney, running up the
west side of Tower Ridge to Tower Gap from the Garadh.
This may be a very severe and protracted undertaking (see
Guide, p. 67). The Castle makes an excellent Winter snow
climb, with some difficulty near the top. It may be severe under
certain conditions.
As Scottish snow conditions are probably not familiar to
mountaineers south of the border it must be emphasized that
there are very special dangers connected therewith, particularly
of avalanches with south-westerly winds. The condition of
the snow may change very rapidly indeed. It is, therefore, best
to acquire experience gradually on the easier routes, and most
important not to attemot to glissade down slopes unless these
are seen to run out, without obstacles, at a very easy angle
lower down.
GLENCOE AND -BUACHAILLE ETIVE.
The best climbing is on the Buachaille Etive Mor (3,345 ft.),
about a mile west of Kingshouse Inn (bus service between Tyndrum station (L.M.S.) and Kinlochleven passes main road
within half-a-mile of the Inn, which stands on a loopway of the
old road)*. Most of the Buachaille rock is a good porphyry, but,
as it is broken up into terraces, the routes seldom exceed 300
feet in height, though one can often link them together. There
is also interesting climbing near the foot of Glencoe with a
good base at Clachaig Inn (across the Coe by a footbridge from
the main road and bus route), or at the S.Y.H.A. Glencoe Hostel,
below Clachaig on the old road (across the Coe from main
road). There is much more trap rock about the climbs in this
area, both on the Bidean nam Bian (3,766 ft.) group and along
the Aonach Eagach ridge on the north side of the glen. Quite
a number of Winter climbs go, which are technically excellent
practice on snow and ice. For all but the more recent climbs the
S.M.C. Central Highlands Guide, at present out of print, covers
f There is now an S.M.C. Hut, Lagangarbh, at Alnafeadh, two miles
west of Kingshouse and close to the main road, open to members of
other approved Clubs on application, just as is the C.I.C. Hut on Ben
Nevis.
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the ground.* Any more recent climbs suggested have their
appropriate references given to volume and page of S.M.C.
Journal.
The B-u&chwlle. The two easiest routes, which also make
good routes for descent, are the Curved Ridge and the North
Buttress. Especially in the latter case, it is advisable to identify
the line of descent beforehand from below, as the North Buttress is pretty broad. The Crowberry Ridge, as the classical
route on the Buachaille, should certainly be climbed. The only
difficult portion is the negotiation of the nose above Abraham's
Ledge. It is described at length in the Guide and"'the whole
group of associated routes are well described in " Crowberry
Commentary," A. C. D. Small (J.22, 190). For those who like
an excellent face climb in sunshine the more recent routes on
Central Buttress are excellent. The best line has been worked
out since the Guide was published and is a good " very difficult " (see J.20, 287 and 21, 286) below Heather Ledge. Above
this the first reference involves a v.s. pitch (Spillikin) and the
McKenzie route is barely severe. Then there are the newer
face climbs on Rannoch Wall, of which Agag's Groove is best,
just severe at the short crux, but a natural route (J.21, 112 and
204), also some harder routes (J.22, 197), and a note on a
Crowberry Girdle (J.22, 268. Some other Crowberry routes are
referred to by Small (J.21, 344). D Gully Buttress is quite a
good, shorter route. An excellent severe route on the Crowberry Gully face of North Buttress, Shackle Route, appears in
J.22, 73 (see also others J.22, 318), and on the Great Gully
face of North Buttress is the severe Pluto's Pilgrimage (J.22,
251). Cuneiform Buttress, at the head of Great Gully, has also
had a direct finish tacked on, which makes it severe (Note J.20,
288).
Now, as to the gullies. The Crowberry Gully is quite a
good Summer climb, not too difficult. Its great merit is as
a Winter or Spring climb, when the struggle may be severe or
impossible (J.21, 24 and 23, 1). The latter article by W. H.
Murray is especially vivid and fascinating, a classic of its kind,
as is also the article "Defeat" by the same author (J.21, 237),
describing a Winter attempt on Crowberry Ridge. The worst
of the Buachaille gullies is Raven's Gully, first climbed by
Nimlin in 1937 (J.21, 348). It tends to be wet and gloomy and
'* A new pocket-size Rock Climbing Guide to Glencoe is now in preparation
by the S.M.C. In the 1947 SMiCJ. will appear a Survey of Winter
Climbs in the Glencoe Area and also an article on the newest Rock
Climbs.
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needs combined tactics at the 4th Pitch.
The greatest of
Scottish gullies is " The Chasm," well described in the Guide.
Dry weather should be chosen. For variety of climbing and
length it is certainly the finest of British gullies. One excellent
quality is the gradual increase of difficulty as one ascends, and
the possibility of easy exits for retreat at several points. As
the direct route up the back of the Devil's Cauldron (at the top)
is very wet under most conditions short of prolonged drought,
it is advisable to use the side-wall exit (dry, but almost severe)
described in J.20, 287, worked out in June 1934.
OTHER ROUTES IN GLENCOE.
Even if the Aonach Eagach ridge, north of the Glen, is
very easy as a rock climb it is worth doing for the excellent
views, especially across the Glen to Bidean. When under snow,
especially in early Spring, it makes an excellent expedition.
The classical routes on Bidean nam Bian and his satellites
are Ossian's Cave, with a rather loose and vegetatious 100-foot
finish, and Church Door Buttress below the summit of Bidean,
where the crux is somewhat exposed, and the belay for the
leader too distant to be satisfactory. This is trap rock. There
is some good and not very difficult climbing on good rock on
Stob Coire nam Beith, which is described in the Guide. With
regard to the Arch Gully it should be pointed out that the only
real difficulty is the top 120-foot pitch, a rather severe and
awkwardly wide chimney, not climbed by the pioneers (see J.20,
287).
The Diamond Buttress of Bidean makes a good and
interesting climb but care is necessary on the steep, lower half
on account of loose rock, and one should avoid " side issues "
and keep to the true line in the upper half, if one is to get full
value. On the Glencoe face of Aonach Dubh the classical
Shadbolt's Chimney is excellent but severe, and a little loose
near the top. This is a very steep face and there is another
interesting way up and across it (J.21, 49).
Then there are the climbs on the trap precipice north-east
of Stob Coire nan Lochan. The summit buttress is excellent
and not long. The middle of the north-east buttresses, Raeburn's Buttress is not very difficult and a very good climb. I
have done it twice under snow, when it makes a very difficult
and sporting expedition indeed. Between the South buttress and
Raeburn's is a long, deep gully which makes a magnificent snow
and ice climb, if there is enough snow to mask the hard pitch
(see J.21, 134). Recently a considerable rock-fall has completely
altered the gully but it has not, I think, made it easier.
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